End claw slippage forever!

We all know how frustrating it is to declaw a cat with the constant need to readjust your hemostat, Allis Tissue Forceps, fingers, or whatever method you are using to try to just hold on to that claw. The instrument slips or crushes, lengthening the time of this simple surgery and generating yet unexplored levels of aggravation.

Now with the advent of this new surgical instrument, you can end that frustration forever, or at least until you retire.

The **Titolo Declaw Clamp** will hold onto that claw allowing you to manipulate it without claw breakage or slippage. This surgical innovation decreases the time it takes to complete the declaw procedure and allows you to be more precise whether using laser or a scalpel. As a result, there is less trauma to the surgery site, allowing a more desirable outcome for the comfort of your patient.

This is truly a new and unique surgical instrument and a *must have* in your arsenal.
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For more information and pricing about the **Titolo Declaw Clamp** go to:

www.GerMedUSA.com  
or call toll free  
1-800-330-1322